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A B S T R A C T 

We apply the radiative transfer (RT) code SKIRT on a sample of ∼14 000 low-redshift ( z ≤ 0.1) galaxies extracted from the 
TNG50 simulation to enable an apples-to-apples comparison with observations. The RT procedure is calibrated via comparison 

of a subsample of TNG50 galaxies with the DustPedia observational sample: we compare several luminosity and colour scaling 

relations and spectral energy distributions in different specific SFR bins. We consistently derive galaxy luminosity functions for 
the TNG50 simulation in 14 broad-band filters from UV to submillimetre wavelengths and investigate the effects of the aperture, 
orientation, radiative transfer recipe, and numerical resolution. We find that, while our TNG50 + RT fiducial model agrees well 
with the observed luminosity functions at the knee ( ±0.04 dex typical agreement), the TNG50 + RT luminosity functions 
e v aluated within 5 R 1 / 2 are generally higher than observed at both the faint and bright ends, by 0.004 (total IR)-0.27 (UKIDSS 

H) dex and 0.12 (SPIRE250)-0.8 (GALEX FUV) de x, respectiv ely. A change in the aperture does affect the bright end of the 
luminosity function, easily by up to 1 dex depending on the choice. Ho we ver, we also find that the galaxy luminosity functions 
of a worse-resolution run of TNG50 (TNG50-2, with eight times worse mass resolution than TNG50, similar to TNG100) 
are in better quantitative agreement with observational constraints. Finally, we publicly release the photometry for the TNG50 

sample in 53 broad-bands from FUV to submillimetre, in three orientations and four apertures, as well as galaxy spectral energy 

distributions. 

K ey words: radiati ve transfer – methods: numerical – dust, extinction – galaxies: evolution – galaxies: formation –
submillimetre: galaxies. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

he Universe is an immensely sophisticated and exceedingly com-
lex system, and understanding the structure, formation, and evolu-
ion of its ingredients is a daunting job. In recent years, there has
een a considerable impro v ement in the tools that can aid in tackling
his difficult task, and one of these are cosmological simulations
for a re vie w, see Vogelsberger et al. 2020a ). Cosmological galaxy
ydrodynamical simulations, which incorporate baryons as well as
ark matter, come in two fla v ours: ‘zoom-in’ and ‘large-v olume’.
hile zoom-in simulations focus on individual galaxies and can

xplore small-scale processes like star formation, interstellar medium
ISM) physics, stellar and active galactic nuclei (AGNs) feedback in
reater depth, they usually lack the required numbers for a statistical
nalysis (Guedes et al. 2011 ; Sawala et al. 2016 ; Wetzel et al. 2016 ;
rand et al. 2017 ; Tremmel et al. 2019 ; Font et al. 2020 ). On the other

ide, the large-volume simulations simultaneously produce various
 E-mail: anatrcka@hotmail.com 
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alaxy populations in abundance, at the cost of details on galaxy inner
rocesses (Dubois et al. 2014 ; Vogelsberger et al. 2014b ; Schaye et al.
015 ; Pillepich et al. 2018a ; Dav ́e et al. 2019 ). 
To assess the realism of the simulations, and thereby also constrain

he values of their various model parameters, in order to use them
o describe and predict physical phenomena, simulations have to
e compared with observations. This poses a challenge, as it is
ecessary to convert one into the domain of the other, e.g. light
o mass with observed data (‘inverse modelling’) or vice versa
hrough the creation of synthetic observations from simulated data
‘forward modelling’). For the purposes of observations of galaxies,
nverse modelling relies on a set of (typically poorly constrained)
ssumptions, including mass-to-light ratio, star formation history,
nd dust attenuation curve, which can introduce biases in the derived
hysical properties (Mitchell et al. 2013 ; Lo Faro et al. 2017 ). The
lternative solution, the forward modelling approach, can alleviate
hese while incorporating the complex galaxy geometry at the same
ime. 

Galaxy luminosity functions (LF), defined as a galaxy count per
nit volume and unit luminosity, are a fundamental property of a
© 2022 The Author(s) 
lished by Oxford University Press on behalf of Royal Astronomical Society 
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alaxy population. In particular, LFs at low redshift are easy to 
ccess observationally and they provide a benchmark and impose 
onstraints on the buildup of galaxies at earlier times. LFs at different
avelengths offer distinct information on the galaxy properties. The 
V LF (e.g. Sulli v an et al. 2000 ; Budav ́ari et al. 2005 ; Wyder

t al. 2005 ) describes the distribution of unobscured star formation. 
luxes in the optical and especially the near-infrared (NIR) trace the 
volved stellar populations, making these LFs (e.g. Bell et al. 2003 ;
lanton et al. 2003 ; Hill et al. 2010 ; Driver et al. 2012 ; Lo v eday
t al. 2012 ) proxies for the galaxy stellar mass function, which is
irectly available from the simulations and is typically used for their 
alibration or design (e.g. Dubois et al. 2014 ; Vogelsberger et al.
014b ; Schaye et al. 2015 ; Pillepich et al. 2018a ; Dav ́e et al. 2019 ).
hermal emission by dust, often used as a tracer for obscured star

ormation, can be probed using infrared (IR) LFs (e.g. Vaccari et al.
010 ; Dunne et al. 2011 ; Negrello et al. 2013 ; Marchetti et al. 2016 ).
nalysing the LFs simultaneously in different bands can provide 
etailed insights into galaxy formation and evolution, and comparing 
Fs from simulated and observed data can e v aluate the current and

nstruct and constrain future galaxy formation modelling phase. 
To derive galaxy LFs from cosmological hydrodynamical simu- 

ations, the forward modelling approach is necessary. An important 
ngredient in any forward modelling method is interstellar dust. It 
ypically absorbs 30 per cent of the stellar light in star-forming (SF) 
alaxies and converts it to thermal IR radiation (Viaene et al. 2016 ;
ianchi et al. 2018 ). Ho we ver, while adv ancing, cosmological hy-
rodynamical simulations generally still do not model dust on the fly 
s a separate component from gas (but see e.g. McKinnon et al. 2018 ;
av ́e et al. 2019 ; Granato et al. 2021 ). So, in order to incorporate this

mportant component in a forward modelling approach, the total dust 
ass, physical properties, and spatial distrib ution ha ve to be further
odelled in post-processing based on local gas properties and/or 

lobal galaxy properties. One option is to perform the modelling by 
ssuming a simple dust geometry (e.g. a screen, slab or a simple dusty
isc Calzetti et al. 2000 ; Charlot & Fall 2000 ; Yuan et al. 2021 ), to
ccount for the effect of dust attenuation (Trayford et al. 2015 , 2020 ;
ickey et al. 2021 ; Hahn et al. 2022 ; Tang et al. 2021 ). 
A more advanced option is to apply a full 3D dust radiative transfer

RT) procedure (e.g. Camps et al. 2016 ; Camps et al. 2018 ; Schulz
t al. 2020 ; Kapoor et al. 2021 ; Lo v ell 2021, 2022 ; Shen et al. 2022 ;
opping et al. 2022 ). This has the advantage that the intrinsic 3D
tar–dust geometry can be incorporated, which increases the physical 
delity of the results (Trayford et al. 2017 ; Nelson et al. 2018 ;
odriguez-Gomez et al. 2019 ). In typical RT recipes, the compact 
ust is traced by the young stellar particles, while the diffuse dust
s derived from the gas properties in the simulation (e.g. Jonsson,
ro v es & Cox 2010 ; Camps et al. 2016 ; Trayford et al. 2017 ; Camps

t al. 2018 ; Schulz et al. 2020 ; Vogelsberger et al. 2020b ; Millard
t al. 2021 ) 

Galaxy LFs at low-redshift have been compared between a number 
f simulations and observational samples. Examining the properties 
f the Horizon–AGN simulations (Dubois et al. 2014 ), Kaviraj et al.
 2017 ) derived K and r -band LFs at z = 0.1 using a screen dust
odel and found that the simulation results in the K band o v ershoot

he observations, while underpredicting them in the r band. Trayford 
t al. ( 2015 ) calculated UV to NIR LFs for a galaxy sample extracted
rom the EAGLE simulations (Crain et al. 2015 ; Schaye et al. 2015 )
t z = 0.1, applying a two-screen model to account for the dust
ffects. They found overall agreement with the observations, with 
 slight galaxy excess at the faint end and an underestimation at
he bright end. Baes et al. ( 2020 ) derived the IR LFs at z < 0.2 by
ombining two EAGLE simulation volumes and therefore resolutions 
Schaye et al. 2015 ), to properly sample both ends of the LF. The
ock IR data were obtained using an RT procedure (Camps et al.

016 ; Trayford et al. 2017 ; Camps et al. 2018 ), calibrated on the
erschel Reference Surv e y (Boselli et al. 2010 ; Cortese et al. 2012 ).
hey found a reasonable agreement with the observed LFs, with an
nderestimation of the high IR bright galaxies. 
In this paper, we exploit the state-of-the-art cosmological hydro- 

ynamical simulation TNG50 (Pillepich et al. 2019 ; Nelson et al.
019a ), the highest resolution version of the suite of IllustrisTNG
imulations. We perform an RT post-processing procedure on a 
ample of ∼ 14 000 low-redshift ( z ≤ 0.1) galaxies with M star >

0 8 M �. The procedure is calibrated by comparing a subset of TNG50
alaxies with the DustPedia sample (Davies et al. 2017 ) of nearby
alaxies in terms of several scaling relations. The calibration is 
arried out by applying the spectral energy distribution (SED) fitting 
ool CIGALE (Boquien et al. 2019 ) on both observed and simulated
uxes, to guarantee that the comparison is self-consistent (Tr ̌cka 
t al. 2020 ). Next, we uniformly construct galaxy LFs for the low-
edshift simulated sample in 14 broad-band filters, from the UV to
he submillimetre (submm) range. Finally, we pro vide flux es and
bsolute magnitudes for the whole sample and for a number of
pertures and galaxy orientations, which will be useful for a diversity
f future studies. 
We organize the paper as follows. In Section 2 , we define the SKIRT

T post-processing procedure and present the calibration of the RT 

rocedure. In Section 3.2 , we show LFs of the TNG50 simulations at
 range of wavelengths from UV to submm. Our results are discussed
n Section 4 and summarized in Section 5 . 

 M E T H O D  

.1 TNG50 simulation 

llustrisTNG (Marinacci et al. 2018 ; Naiman et al. 2018 ; Nelson
t al. 2018 , 2019a ; Pillepich et al. 2018b , 2019 ; Springel et al. 2018 ,
ereafter TNG), the successor of the Illustris simulation (Genel et al.
014 ; Vogelsberger et al. 2014a , b ), represents the current state of
he art in cosmological hydrodynamical simulations. While both 
llustris and TNG rely on the moving-mesh code AREPO (Springel 
010 ) as the underlying hydrodynamical solver, the galaxy formation 
rescriptions for TNG have been upgraded, including modifications 
f the galactic winds, AGN feedback, stellar evolution, and the 
ncorporation of magnetic fields (Weinberger et al. 2017 ; Pillepich 
t al. 2018a ). The TNG simulation data are publicly available (Nelson 
t al. 2019a ). 

From a range of available volumes and resolutions, for this study,
e opted for the high-resolution TNG50 simulation with a medium 

olume that evolves a cubic volume of 50 Mpc on a side (Pillepich
t al. 2019 ; Nelson et al. 2019b ). This simulation offers the best trade-
ff between resolution and volume, as the baryonic mass resolution 
f 8 . 5 × 10 4 M � and the typical SF gas cell of ∼140 pc correspond
o typical zoom-in simulations, while the simulation volume ensures 
 considerable number of differently sized galaxies for a proper 
tatistical analysis. The cosmological parameters are based on the 
lanck Collaboration ( 2016 ) results ( �m = 0.3089, �b = 0.0486,
� 

= 0 . 6911, H 0 = 100 h km s −1 Mpc −1 with h = 0.6774) and the
nitial mass function (IMF) is from Chabrier ( 2003 ). We adopt the
ame parameters throughout this study, unless stated otherwise. 

To ensure a sufficient number of stellar particles per galaxy ( � 10 3 ),
e limit our analysis to galaxies with a stellar mass inside twice the

tellar half-mass radius ( R 1/2 hereafter) of at least 10 8 M �. We focus
ur study on low redshifts, so this leaves us with 7375 galaxies at
MNRAS 516, 3728–3749 (2022) 
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M

Figure 1. The main sequence of the z = 0 TNG50 sample used in this 
study (navy blue). The triangles with SFR of 10 −6 M � yr −1 are those with 
unresolv able lo w le vels of SFR. The TNG50 subsample used for the RT 

calibration against the DustPedia observed galaxies is shown in cyan. 
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 = 0 and 7302 at z = 0.1. The location of these galaxies at z = 0
n the M � − star formation rate (SFR) plane is shown in Fig. 1 in
avy blue. The triangles represent 1588 galaxies with unresolvable
o w le vels of SFR i.e. SFR < 10 −6 M � yr −1 (Donnari et al. 2019 ). 

.2 The RT pr ocedur e 

he RT post-processing of the TNG50 galaxies is based on the 3D
onte Carlo RT code SKIRT (Baes et al. 2011 ; Camps & Baes 2015 ,

020 ; Version 9). The code treats the rele v ant processes of dust
xtinction, emission, scattering, and self-absorption (Camps & Baes
015 ). SKIRT is fully parallelized (Verstocken et al. 2017 ) and uses
 suite of optimization techniques to enhance efficiency (Baes et al.
011 , 2016 ). It is equipped with an e xtensiv e library of SED, dust, and
eometry models (Baes & Camps 2015 ), as well as advanced spatial
rids (Camps, Baes & Saftly 2013 ; Saftly et al. 2013 ; Saftly, Baes &
amps 2014 ). In the past few years, SKIRT has been e xtensiv ely used

o generate synthetic observations for hydrodynamically simulated
alaxies, including synthetic fluxes and SEDs (e.g. Camps et al.
016 , 2018 ; Trayford et al. 2017 ; Vogelsberger et al. 2020b ), images
e.g. Saftly et al. 2015 ; Rodriguez-Gomez et al. 2019 ; Camps et al.
022 ; Popping et al. 2022 ), and polarization maps (Vandenbroucke
t al. 2021 ). 

.2.1 Galaxy partitioning 

he strategy applied here largely follows the previous work on the
AGLE (Camps et al. 2016 , 2018 ; Trayford et al. 2017 ) and Auriga

Kapoor et al. 2021 ) simulations, albeit with a number of minor
djustments. F or ev ery TNG50 galaxy, we analyse three sources of
ight: evolved stars, the SF regions, and the diffuse dust. 

Evolved stellar populations: Information on the star particles is
btained directly from the simulation. To each star particle that
s older than 10 Myr, we assign an SED from the Bruzual &
harlot ( 2003 ) family, based on the particle birth mass, metallicity,
nd age. The Chabrier ( 2003 ) IMF is assumed. For the smoothing
ength needed for the RT, we use the radius of the sphere sur-
ounding 32 stellar particles centred on each particle. Test results
orresponding to different values for the smoothing length are
NRAS 516, 3728–3749 (2022) 
escribed in Appendix B . We argue that the adaptive smoothing
ength we adopt gives the most realistic results (Rodriguez-Gomez
t al. 2019 ; Schulz et al. 2020 ), ho we ver, there is no single optimal
alue. 

Star-forming region: The modelling of the SF regions includes
he use of the MAPPINGS-III SED template family (Gro v es et al.
008 ), applied on the young star particles ( t < 10 Myr). The
emplates are typically used for this purpose (e.g. Camps & Baes
015 ; Trayford et al. 2015 ; Camps et al. 2018 ; Schulz et al.
020 ; Kapoor et al. 2021 ) and they contain five free parameters:
SM pressure, compactness, SFR, photodissociation region (PDR)
o v ering fraction, and metallicity. 

(i) For the ISM pressure, we assume the value of P /k =
0 5 K cm 

−3 , where k is the Boltzmann constant. This is an average
alue in the MAPPINGS-III library (Gro v es et al. 2008 ), and a repre-
entati ve v alue gi ven the rele v ant densities in the ISM in the TNG50
imulation galaxies and the ef fecti ve ISM temperature (Springel &
ernquist 2003 ). The specific choice of the ISM pressure value hardly

ffects the broad-band fluxes (see Groves et al. 2008 , their fig. 4). 
(ii) The compactness parameter ( C) mostly regulates the far-IR

FIR) part of the spectrum, with higher values corresponding to the
hift of the IR peak towards shorter wavelengths, or equi v alently,
owards higher dust temperatures. Similarly as we did for the
ressure, we assume the typical value log C = 5. However, we do
ot use the same value for all SF regions, but we sample from
he Gaussian distribution with the mean 5 and σ = 0.4 (Kapoor
t al. 2021 ). This results in a more realistic blend of SEDs with
ifferent dust temperatures, similar to observed or simulated SF
egions (Utomo et al. 2019 ; Kannan et al. 2020 ). 

(iii) The SFR is calculated from the birth mass of the particle o v er
0 Myr, since the SED templates are assuming the constant SFR o v er
0 Myr. 
(iv) The PDR co v ering fraction ( f PDR ) describes to what e xtent the
 II regions are coated with the PDRs. As we possess the information
n the particle age ( t ), and since it is expected that the PDRs will
lear eventually, we adopt a parameter τ such that 

 PDR = e −t/τ (1) 

and references therein Gro v es et al. 2008 ). If τ = 0 the SF region is
ompletely transparent, while if τ = ∞ , the H II region is completely
o v ered with the PDR. Since the particle age is a discrete value, we
erturb it slightly 1 to introduce some diversity for the SF regions
ith the same age. This can affect the median galaxy f PDR up to 0.05.
e use τ as a free parameter. 
(v) The metallicity is obtained from the simulation. 

The MAPPINGS-III templates use Starburst99 family of SEDs for
ingle stellar populations (SSP; Leitherer et al. 1999 ) and the Kroupa
 2001 ) IMF, while for the older stellar populations, we use the
ruzual & Charlot ( 2003 ) SSP templates and the Chabrier ( 2003 )

MF. While we could use this SSP library [and therefore also the
roupa ( 2001 ) IMF] for the evolved stars as well, we opted not to,

s this would produce a significant inconsistency with the IMF from
he simulations, and later with the SED fitting. To investigate the
ctual difference between the two SSP libraries, we ran additional
KIRT simulations where we adopt only the Starburst99 templates for
ll stellar particles (young and evolved). The results of the test are
hown in Fig. B1 (d). The median magnitude deviation for the 136

art/stac2277_f1.eps
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Figure 2. Two SEDs of the same TNG50 galaxy representing the effect of 
applying two different gas thresholds in the RT modelling. The dust mass is 
the same. The inset plots show the dust mass distribution for the two recipes. 
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NG50 galaxies has a maximum of 0.23 mag. This in turn would
ffect optical luminosities up to 0.1 dex. 

Diffuse dust: The diffuse dust component is derived from the gas 
imulated by TNG50. To select gas cells eligible to contain dust, we
pply the boundary from Torrey et al. ( 2012 , 2019 ) that separates the
ot circumgalactic medium from the cooler gas, 

log 

(
T gas 

K 

)
= 6 + 0 . 25 log 

(
ρgas 

10 10 h 

2 kpc −3 

)
, (2) 

here T gas and ρgas are temperature and mass-density of the gas, 
espectively. In the simulation, the cool gas experiences two density 
egimes, below and above a number density threshold of 0.13 cm 

−3 .
as with a density abo v e this threshold is considered SF . W e assume

hat dust can survive in these cool diffuse regions, and in the dense
F domains below the threshold line ( 2 ). 
For each of these eligible gas cells, the dust density ρdust is

alculated from 

dust = f dust Z gas ρgas , (3) 

here Z gas is the gas metallicity. The parameter f dust represents the 
mount of metallic gas confined in dust grains and this is the second
ree parameter in our procedure. As indicated in the next section, 
e keep f dust constant as it is difficult to constrain this parameter

rom observational studies. The assumed dust model is the THEMIS 

odel for the diffuse ISM (Jones et al. 2017 ), with 15 grain-size
ins (Kapoor et al. 2021 ). In a recent study, Camps et al. ( 2022 )
nalysed differences between the THEMIS and the commonly used 
ubko, Dwek & Arendt ( 2004 ) dust model in the context of the post-
rocessing of the cosmological galaxy simulations. They state in their 
ppendix A that since the THEMIS model is generally more emissive 
nd that its grain population shows up to 25 per cent more extinction
han Zubko et al. ( 2004 ), the agreement with the observations is
avelength dependant. We decided to use the THEMIS model as 

t is physically moti v ated (it is based on the laboratory data) and
t reproduces observed properties of the Galactic dust (Jones et al. 
017 ). 
Previous studies applied the same recipe to derive the diffuse dust
ass, all including the SF gas, ho we ver, with a different temperature

imit for the diffuse gas. For example Camps et al. ( 2016 , 2018 ),
rayford et al. ( 2017 ), and Vogelsberger et al. ( 2020b ) included only
on-SF gas with T gas < 8000 K, Schulz et al. ( 2020 ) and Popping
t al. ( 2022 ) applied T gas < 75 000 K, Ma et al. ( 2019 ) adopted T gas <

0 6 K while Rodriguez-Gomez et al. ( 2019 ) did not include diffuse
as at all. Recently, Hayward et al. ( 2021 ) employed the threshold
ine ( 2 ) to calculate submm fluxes for the TNG galaxies (without
erforming RT simulations), and Kapoor et al. ( 2021 ) applied it in
ost-processing of the Auriga simulations (Grand et al. 2017 ). 
It is a challenging task to constrain this threshold as the processes

nvolving dust production, destruction, and transport are still poorly 
nderstood. Ho we ver, we note that the change of the cut can
onsiderably increase the number of dust cells, and potentially 
ignificantly affect the galaxy attenuation curve. This would in turn 
ffect the galaxy SED as it would modify the star-dust geometry 
e.g. Narayanan et al. 2018 ), even if the amount of dust does not
hange (by regulating f dust ). We show this effect in Fig. 2 , where
he two curves represent the SED of the same galaxy, with the same
ust mass but with the different dust mass distribution (shown in the
nset), based on the applied cut. We employ two distinct f dust to scale
he dust mass, and the properties of the SF regions are the same. We
an see that the SED corresponding to the model with a compact dust
istribution (red line) is more attenuated at short wavelengths and 
as a higher FIR output. In the other case, the same dust mass has
 more diffuse distribution, causing more star light to escape. The
ust masses from the CIGALE (see Section 2.3.4 ) fitting of these two
EDs, as expected, are not the same. The flux in FUV changes 0.15
ex, while around the peak of the IR emission ( ∼ 200 μm) it differs
.17 dex. 
Throughout this paper, we adopt the Torrey et al. ( 2012 ) recipe

ince it remo v es the hot and diffuse gas and, at the same time,
ncorporates all SF gas. Furthermore, Kapoor et al. ( 2021 ) found
 slightly better agreement for the spatially resolved morphology 
arameters for the Auriga simulations with this dust recipe, compared 
o the more restrictive recipe from Camps et al. ( 2016 ). 

.2.2 Other RT parameters 

n the TNG simulations, the gas hydrodynamics is modelled on a
oronoi mesh, which we also use to discretize the gas distribution as
ell as construct our medium (dust) system. Ho we ver, for the dust
iscretization, we apply an octree grid to increase performance since 
he native Voronoi grid is not necessarily the most optimal grid for
he RT simulations in terms of resolution (Camps et al. 2013 ; Kapoor
t al. 2021 ). The octree grid implementation requires fixing several
arameters. The maximum and minimum levels of grid refinement 
re important to ensure the balance between the resolution and the
fficiency of RT procedure. The maximum level is set to 12, based
n the aperture size of the biggest galaxy (10 R 1/2, max ≈ 170 kpc)
nd the gravitational softening length of the TNG50 simulation ( ε =
.074 kpc). For the minimum level, our test converged to 6. An
dditional and less strict condition is that the grid will refine as long
s the maximum dust mass fraction is abo v e 2 × 10 −6 . Finally, the
elected number of photon packets to launch is 5 × 10 7 . 

To verify the robustness of our procedure, as presented in Ap-
endix B , we performed several tests including the deri v ations of
he relative error, the variance of the variance, and the Monte Carlo
oise. 
For each galaxy in our sample, we calculate the fluxes for three

ifferent angles: face-on, edge-on, and random. The first two are 
erived based on the galaxy stellar angular momentum and the third
s given by the galaxy orientation in the simulation. Unless stated
therwise, for our analysis, we exploit the random orientation. 
MNRAS 516, 3728–3749 (2022) 
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Figure 3. Distributions of stellar mass (left) and sSFR (right) for the DustPe- 
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Finally, SKIRT 9 allows for a high fle xibility re garding the use of
avelength grids. Contrary to previous versions of the code, where
 single fixed wavelength grid was used throughout the simulation,
KIRT 9 uses multiple independent wavelength grids, each specialized
or a particular purpose (Camps & Baes 2020 ). To calculate the dust
mission spectrum in each spatial cell, we apply a nested grid with
00 logarithmically spaced bins, in the range from 0.2 to 2000 μm,
nd 200 additional bins in the range from 3 to 25 μm. In this way,
he emission region of small, stochastically heated dust particles is
ensely co v ered. The radiation field wav elength grid, used for storing
hoton packet contributions, contains 25 bins in range from 0.02 to
0 μm. The total galaxy SED is collected in 450 bins between 0.02
nd to 2000 μm. These choices are moti v ated by a trade-off between
ccuracy and performance (Camps & Baes 2020 ). 

.3 The RT calibration 

he RT procedure introduced in the previous subsection has two
lobal free parameters: the dust-to-metal fraction f dust and the PDR
learing time-scale τ . In this section, we discuss how these two
arameters are determined using a comparison to observations. 

.3.1 The DustPedia observational sample 

o accurately calibrate the RT procedure of the simulated galaxies,
t is necessary to have an appropriate observational sample. For this
urpose, we decided to use the DustPedia sample (Davies et al. 2017 )
f 814 local galaxies with Herschel and WISE 3.4 μm detections.
he photometry of the sample is derived using the matching aperture
ethod 2 o v er a wide wav elength range, from the FUV to the

ubmm (Clark et al. 2018 ). The DustPedia sample co v ers different
nvironments (Davies et al. 2019 ) and contains sizeable samples of
alaxies with different morphologies, stellar masses, and dust masses
Bianchi et al. 2018 ; Mosenkov et al. 2019 ; Nersesian et al. 2019 ).
herefore, it is a representative sample of the local Universe with
ata co v ering the entire UV-submm wav elength range, optimal for
ur purpose. 

.3.2 Selection of a TNG50 calibration sample 

he complete sample of the TNG50 galaxies we focus on in this study
ontains more than 14 000 galaxies, as mentioned in Section 2.1 .
ince the calibration of the RT procedure of a sample this large would
e immensely e xpensiv e, we carefully select a smaller calibration
ubsample. Since we will compare the simulations’ calibration
ample with the DustPedia observational sample, it is important that
hese are similar. To achieve that, first we select TNG50 galaxies
t redshift z = 0, as the DustPedia sample comprises only local
alaxies. We leave out galaxies with no SF (navy blue triangles in
ig. 1 ), as all DustPedia galaxies have non-zero SFR, reducing the
NG50 sample to 5787 galaxies. Fig. 3 compares the distributions
f stellar mass and sSFR of the two samples, DustPedia and TNG50
n dark magenta and navy blue, respectively. 

The stellar masses and sSFR values of DustPedia galaxies are
erived using the CIGALE SED fitting tool (see Section 2.3.4 ), and
or TNG50, we use the intrinsic data (inside 2 R 1/2 ). We then create
 matched TNG50 subsample by random (rejection) sampling from
he DustPedia galaxy stellar mass and sSFR distributions. For both
NRAS 516, 3728–3749 (2022) 
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D

istribution we identify 20 bins, and then we draw the appropriate
umber of galaxies in each bin. After the stellar mass selection, the
nitial TNG50 sample drops to 1730 galaxies, from which we try to
atch the sSFR distribution, so the final sample has 136 galaxies,

hown in cyan. This new TNG50 sample, our calibration sample, is
f manageable size and is more similar to the observed one, at least
ased on stellar mass and sSFR. 

.3.3 Aperture 

he next step is to define the galaxy size or rather the aperture
onfining most of the galaxy light in different bands for each
imulated galaxy. Dif ferent observ ational studies adopt dif ferent
perture definitions (e.g. Graham & Driver 2005 ; Hill et al. 2011 ) and
nding their analogues in the simulation realm is not straightforward.
o tackle this problem, previous studies adopted various aperture
efinitions for the simulated galaxies: accounting for all particles
cells) gravitationally bound to the galaxy (Torrey et al. 2015 ),
ultiplying R 1/2 by a specific factor (Rodriguez-Gomez et al. 2019 ;
chulz et al. 2020 ; Popping et al. 2022 ), or applying a constant
perture for all galaxies (e.g. Camps et al. 2016 ; Trayford et al.
017 ; Camps et al. 2018 ; Vogelsberger et al. 2020b ). To achieve the
ost consistency, we decided to mimic the aperture size distribution

f the DustPedia sample as a function of stellar mass. Fig. 4
epresents this attempt. We see that the TNG50 3D apertures of 5 R 1 / 2 

orrespond well to the DustPedia apertures 3 on the whole stellar mass
ynamic range. How this aperture change affects the sample selection
rocedure is discussed in Appendix A . If not otherwise stated, the
perture of 5 R 1 / 2 is fiducial in this study, ho we ver, in Section 4.1.1
e will discuss the effects of aperture on the LFs. 

.3.4 SED fitting with CIGALE 

lthough each DustPedia galaxy on average contains reliable fluxes
n 20 broad-band filters, we perform an SED fitting procedure to im-
ro v e the SED co v erage and infer physical properties. Furthermore,
o provide the most consistent comparison of the observational and
he mock samples, we perform the same SED fitting procedure on
he TNG50 calibration sample. We also use the same set of bands as
 We assume the semimajor axis of the master elliptical aperture as the 
ustPedia aperture. 
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Figure 4. DustPedia apertures as function of stellar mass (dark magenta), 
compared to the 5 R 1 / 2 apertures as a function of stellar mass for the TNG50 
calibration sample (cyan). Here, the stellar masses for the DustPedia galaxies 
are inferred using CIGALE , those for the TNG50 galaxies are measured by 
summing the masses of the individual stellar particles. 
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hose used for the fitting of the DustPedia galaxies. We exploit the
ED fitting tool CIGALE (Boquien et al. 2019 ), which relies on the
ayesian inference technique and which employs a range of highly 
onfigurable models. For our purpose, we adopted a set of parameters 
hat were fine-tuned for the DustPedia sample and are described in 
etail in Nersesian et al. ( 2019 ). In summary, we assume a truncated
elayed SF history Ciesla et al. ( 2016 ), the Bruzual & Charlot ( 2003 )
SP libraries, the THEMIS model for the dust emission (Jones et al.
017 ), and a modified Calzetti et al. ( 2000 ) curve (Boquien et al.
019 ) for the dust attenuation. Compared to Nersesian et al. ( 2019 ),
he only parameter we updated in this study is the IMF, where we
elected Chabrier ( 2003 ) instead of Salpeter ( 1955 ), consistent with
he cosmological and RT simulations. 

The CIGALE fitted SEDs differ from the ones derived from SKIRT 

l w ays less than 0.1 dex and mostly less than 0.05 dex. Therefore,
e are confident that the fitted and the input fluxes can be used

nterchangeably. Furthermore, in Appendix C1 , we calculate the 
ifference between the intrinsic galaxy properties and those derived 
rom CIGALE . The median deviation is less than 0.14 dex. Therefore,
or the calibration we will use the physical properties and fluxes 
erived from the SED fitting for both observational and simulated 
calibration’ samples. In this manner, both samples have the same 
av elength co v erage and are treated adopting the same models,

lleviating the potential biases during the calibration. 

.3.5 Determination of the RT free parameters 

he essential and final step before we run the RT procedure on the
hole TNG50 sample is to specify the remaining free parameters of

he procedure: τ and f dust . 
The first parameter ( τ ) controls the level of exposure of H II

egions, and ranges from 0 to ∞ . The higher this value, the more
he H II region is co v ered by the PDR layer. By construction, this
arameter also affects the diffuse dust, as the amount of radiation 
hat does not illuminate the dust in SF regions (if τ is small) will
ropagate into the ISM to heat the diffuse dust. Contrary, if τ is large,
he energy will not leave the SF region, and the heating of the diffuse
ust will be reserved mostly for the older stars. We chose to vary the
arameter τ instead of f PDR (defined in formula 1 ), so we can mimic
he spread in the co v ering factor relating to the clearing of SF regions
s time progresses. Fig. 5 shows how the median f PDR of our TNG50
ubsample changes with τ . F or v ery low τ , all galaxies have almost
ll SF regions completely open. At values as high as τ = 11 Myr,
ost of the SF regions are 60 per cent covered. 
The dust-to-metal fraction ( f dust ) directly controls the diffuse dust
ass, as explained in Section 2.2.1 . A growing body of literature

as investigated this parameter for various galaxies and at different 
edshifts. While some studies suggest a trend with different galaxy 
roperties like metallicity, stellar mass, or redshift (De Cia et al.
013 ; Zafar & Watson 2013 ; R ́emy-Ruyer et al. 2014 ; De Vis et al.
019 ; P ́eroux & Howk 2020 ), these relations all have a relatively wide
pread. De Vis et al. ( 2019 ) reported that for a DustPedia subsample
f 364 galaxies 4 the median f dust is 0.2 with a range [0.03–0.64].
o we ver, the physical properties in the observational studies are
erived in a different way than in the simulations: it is therefore
hallenging to constrain this parameter directly from observations 
although see Popping et al. 2022 ). Additionally, our current study
ocuses on galaxies with stellar masses abo v e 10 8 M � and at low
edshift, thus the potential evolution of f dust would be less supported
han at higher redshift. Accordingly, we opt not to vary f dust for
ifferent galaxies, and to treat it as a global free parameter. We
xplored a recipe variation where we add random noise to f dust for
ifferent dust cells, while keeping the integral value constant. The 
esults are presented in Appendix B and the deviations are negligible.

In their work on the EAGLE simulations, Camps et al. ( 2016 )
alibrated the RT procedure by comparing mock and observational 
alaxy scaling relations. They used three scaling relations that 
ncorporated several bands: three SPIRE, three SDSS, and the 
ALEX NUV band. In a later study, Tr ̌cka et al. ( 2020 ) speculate

hat the exclusion of the FUV and MIR bands during the calibration
an explain the high UV output seen for the EAGLE simulations
Baes et al. 2019 ), as the emission from the SF regions was not
onstrained sufficiently. Therefore, we decided to extend the SED 

o v erage used in the calibration by including FUV, WISE 22, MIPS
0, and PACS 160 bands. The set of scaling relations includes those
rom Camps et al. ( 2016 ; with L 3 . 4 μm 

and L 250 μm 

instead of stellar
nd dust mass, respectively), one with the alternative sSFR proxy 
MNRAS 516, 3728–3749 (2022) 
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 L FUV /L 3 . 4 μm 

instead of NUV − r ) and four showing e xtensiv e
elations. With this set, we incorporate the data from 10 different
ands, from FUV to submm. As stated previously, all quantities are
erived with the CIGALE tool. 
The results of our calibration e x ercise are shown in Fig. 6 . The

ustPedia data are shown in black. For the visual comparison of
if ferent recipes, we sho w the running median lines. Moreo v er, for
 more quantitati ve v aluation of the recipes, we performed the two-
imensional Kolmogoro v–Smirno v test (KS test; Kolmogoro v 1933 ;
mirnov 1948 ; Peacock 1983 ; Fasano & Franceschini 1987 ) on each
caling relation. This test provides us with two statistics: p -value and
 -distance between the distributions. For each recipe, we derive the
edian 5 of the eight D -values and compare these to find the recipe
ith the smallest distance from the DustPedia sample. First, we ran
 set of RT simulations with extreme parameter values to explore
he range of the parameter space. These are shown in Fig. 6 as red
nd magenta median lines. Comparing to the DustPedia in black, the
wo generally show poor agreement: the KS test gives D = 0.32 and
 = 0.48 for the prescription with τ = 0 and f dust = 0.1, and τ = ∞

nd f dust = 1, respectively, i.e. with minimum and maximum dust in
oth compact and diffuse regimes. These differences emphasize the
mportance of dust in the galaxy modelling. 

Beside these two extreme recipes, we explored a full range of
ther, more physical options. The results of the KS tests for some of
hese are shown in Fig. 7 . These panels show that there are several
a v ourable parameter combinations, mostly to wards lo w f dust and
igh τ values. Some of them are shown as well in Fig. 6 . 
While the results of the KS test show that there is a de generac y

mong the two parameters (increasing τ and decreasing f dust , and the
pposite give a constant D value), such de generac y can be broken if
e analyse the median lines of the individual scaling relations. 

(i) Panel 6 (h) represents the relation between the luminosity at
 . 4 μm and L 250 / L 3.4 (stellar and specific dust mass proxy, respec-
ively). While the recipes in colour show similar results o v er the wide
ynamic range, for the most massive systems the dust mass trends
epend mostly on f dust . This is expected since most massive systems
ave little or no SF regions. 
(ii) On the other hand, L 3.4 , which traces emission from evolved

tars, remains fairly constant with the recipe change. This is foreseen
ince we are not modifying this source, and the dust extinction is
eak. Ho we ver, hot dust also emits at these wavelengths. This can
e seen in the same plot as the low L 3.4 limits of the medians change
epending on the amount of diffuse dust (depending on f dust ) and the
apability of the young stars to heat the dust (depending on τ ). In
ontrast, for the massive (and passive, as they have lower L 250 / L 3.4 )
nd this effect would be insignificant (Norris et al. 2014 ). 

(iii) Another relation that can be used to untangle the effects of
he two parameters is in panel 6 (g), or equi v alently panel 6 (f). On
he x -axis they have a similar tracer for the sSFR, while on the y-axis
hey show a proxy for the specific dust mass ( M dust / M � ). For galaxies
ith low sSFR, the parameter τ becomes irrele v ant (recipe with a
ifferent τ and the same f dust converge). If we follow the median lines
n the direction of increasing UV for a fixed stellar mass, the results
ecome more sensitive to the content of the SF regions. 
(iv) The plot in panel 6 (e) shows the FIR colours. This relation

s constrained by the SED fitting, ho we ver, the same relation with
he ‘raw’ pre- CIGALE data is also fairly tight, particularly for the
imulated galaxies, as there are no observ ational ef fects (see also
NRAS 516, 3728–3749 (2022) 
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amps et al. 2016 , 2018 ; Kapoor et al. 2021 ). As the medians o v erlap,
e shift them by 0.1 dex to increase visibility. This relation gives us

nformation about the galaxy dust temperature, as these flux ratios
escribe the slope of the IR emission. This colour–colour plot can
e used to check whether the TNG50 galaxies have physical dust
emperatures, since the limited resolution can produce an unrealistic
tellar/dust configuration (Camps et al. 2018 ). All galaxies from the
NG50 calibration sample are sufficiently resolved and populate the
ame temperature range as the DustPedia galaxies, ho we ver, mainly
ith intermediate values. As we see from the positions of the median

ines, it is difficult to clearly unravel the individual contribution of
he parameters, especially since the relation is also sensitive to the
eometry of its components. 
(v) The relation in panel 6 (c) between luminosities in bands from

oth sides of the IR peak emission shows high agreement regardless
f the recipe, while panel 6 (d) shows that, on a contrary, in some cases
he discrepancy can be up to an order of magnitude. Furthermore,
n this plot [similarly also in panel 6 (h)], we can see that at the
igh-stellar mass end (high L r ) the dust output, while decreasing, is
till too high. These two panels generally show poorer agreement
rrespective of the recipe. 

(vi) Finally, in panel 6 (a), the break in the median line of the
ustPedia galaxies demonstrates the bimodality in the relation, while

his trend is less obvious for the simulated sample, and for the high
tellar mass galaxies, the FUV emission is too high. 

It is clearly challenging to select one ideal recipe: there is no
ingle recipe that scores best in each of the individual panels of
ig. 6 . This is also evident from Fig. 8 , which shows the effect
f the different recipes on the global galaxy SEDs. The individual
anels contain the median SEDs of a number of recipes for different
SFR bins. The SEDs are normalized by the total stellar luminosity
erived from CIGALE . We can see that, for low sSFR galaxies, dust
mission greatly varies between the recipes, with minimal change
n the UV. These galaxies have few or no young stars, therefore
ntrinsically very little UV to be attenuated. For higher sSFR values
he UV and FIR domains are fitted remarkably well employing a
umber of recipes, while the MIR range shows increasingly poorer
greement. This implies that for every parameter configuration the
NG50 galaxies with high sSFR will have an excess of very hot
ust. Re vie wing the dif ferent galaxy populations in Fig. 8 , we see
hat in distinct sSFR bins and wavelength regimes, different recipes
how better agreement. Even the non-physical recipes with f dust =
.1 and τ = 0, and with f dust = 3 and τ = ∞ , do not show the highest
iscrepancies for log (sSFRs yr −1 ) between −13 and −12.25. We do
ote, ho we ver, that most of the (physical) recipes presented in Figs 6
nd 8 are within the errors and spread of the DustPedia data along
he whole wavelength range, meaning that our procedure is robust
nd that the final selection is merely fine-tuning. 

Based on the deviations between the median SEDs in different
SFR bins and the KS scores, we conclude that, on average, the
ecipes with f dust > 0.2 are the least fa v ourable, regardless of τ ( D
 0.282). Furthermore, the recipes with a fixed f dust and a high τ

how similar results, as the differences between the total co v ering
ractions are getting smaller (see equation 1 and Fig. 5 ). 

The two parameter combinations that we finally consider are the
ne with f dust = 0.1 and τ = 11 Myr ( fd1-t11 , hereafter) with
 = 0.243, and the one with f dust = 0.2 and τ = 3 Myr ( fd2-t3 ,
ereafter) with D = 0.252. The main differences between these two
ecipes are in the MIR and FIR for galaxies with low sSFR (orange
nd cyan lines in Figs 6 and 8 ). For all sSFR bins, the fd2-t3
ust prescription has a higher MIR output. This is a consequence
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Figure 6. Eight z = 0 galaxy scaling relations derived from fitting galaxy SEDs with CIGALE for both observed (DustPedia, black solid thick curves) and 
simulated (TNG50, coloured solid thin curv es) galaxies. F or the latter, curv es represent the running medians of the different SKIRT RT recipes. The grey line in 
plot (e) represents a modified blackbody curve assuming the THEMIS dust model. The grey numbers correspond to the dust temperature in K. If not shifted, the 
lines in plot (e) would o v erlap. The data points correspond to the DustPedia galaxies. 
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M

Figure 7. Minimum (left), median (centre), and maximum (right) KS statistic D of the eight relations shown in Fig. 6 , for the different values of f dust ( x -axis) 
and τ ( y -axis). Lower values that indicate smaller distance between the distributions are mostly located on a diagonal strip. For our fiducial RT modelling, we 
adopt f dust = 0.2 ( x -axis) and τ = 3 ( y -axis), indicated with black rectangles. 

Figure 8. Median SEDs for the DustPedia observed galaxies (black) and for the TNG50 subsample for a number of RT-modelling choices, in bins of log sSFR 

at z = 0. The shaded regions represent 16 per cent –84 per cent . The numbers of galaxies in each bin and each recipe are also shown, at the bottom. 
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f, on average, mostly open H II regions (see Fig. 5 ) from which
he UV radiation is now heating more diffuse dust, compared to the
d1-t11 scheme. Both options produce comparable FIR output for
oderate and high sSFRs. For the low sSFR galaxies, there is a lack
NRAS 516, 3728–3749 (2022) 
f compact dust to increase the IR emission for high values of τ
herefore the discrepancy between the two dust allocation recipes is
igher. Nevertheless, for the whole calibration sample, the difference
n the dust mass (from CIGALE ) is on average ≈0.15 dex. Since these
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Table 1. Structure of the published data. Resolution: different resolution 
runs of the TNG50 simulation. Redshift: galaxy redshift (if z = 0, the flux is 
calculated at 20 Mpc). Aperture: 2D circular aperture used to extract SED. 
Orientation: angle at which the galaxy is observed. Component: the integrated 
flux at different wavelengths and in 53 broad-bands. Every combination is 
provided. 

Resolution TNG50 
TNG50-2 

Redshift 0 
0.1 

Aperture 5 R 1/2 

2 R 1/2 

10 kpc 
30 kpc 

Orientation face-on 
edge-on 
random 

Component total 
total - broad-bands 
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wo recipes similarly affect a galaxy SED, we decided to adopt fd2-
3 as the fiducial dust distribution, as this value of f dust is comparable
ith that of the DustPedia and other observational samples (De Vis 

t al. 2019 ; Galliano et al. 2021 ; Zabel et al. 2021 ). So, throughout
his work, simulated galaxies are post-processed with SKIRT with 
 dust = 0.2 and τ = 3. In Section 4.1.3 , we address the effect of
ifferent RT choices on the LFs. 
One question that arises is whether our results would change if we

ad chosen another set of scaling relations for the calibration. To test
his, we analysed the distribution of the KS scores if we only include
elations used in Camps et al. ( 2016 ), and the results qualitatively do
ot change. Analysing a set of relations that all include one galaxy
roperty on one axis, such as stellar mass ( L 3.4 ) or dust mass ( L 250 ),
oes not bring our results to convergence. This approach can be 
uccessfully applied to simulations of less diverse galaxy populations 
Kapoor et al. 2021 ), ho we ver, for most properties, our sample spans
hree orders of magnitude, with a result that different recipes agree 
etter for distinct galaxy populations (e.g. see Fig. 6 a). 
Finally, we note that, for a different definition of a dust tracer (see

.2.1: Diffuse dust), an another set of parameters might be selected 
s the optimal set. For example, Kapoor et al. ( 2021 ) compared two
efinitions: the one based on the threshold from Torrey et al. ( 2012 ;
he fiducial in this study), and the one restricting dust only to SF gas
ells. Compared to the former, the latter definition requires higher 
alues of f dust for optimal results. 

 RESULTS  

.1 UV to submm fluxes 

e apply our fiducial RT modelling to the whole TNG50 sample 
ith M � > 10 8 M � (see Fig. 1 ). Including galaxies without dust

nd the small sample used for calibration, the final sample contains 
375 galaxies at z = 0 and 7302 galaxies at z = 0.1. Furthermore,
e apply the same RT procedure to TNG50-2, the TNG50 run with
ne step worse resolution (a factor of eight in particle mass, two in
patial resolution). To ensure a similar number of stellar particles per 
alaxy ( ∼ 1000), for TNG50-2 we impose a stellar mass threshold of
og M star /M � > 8.6. Therefore, for TNG50-2, we have 3559 galaxies
t z = 0 and 3497 galaxies at z = 0.1. For the redshift z = 0, the fluxes
re calculated assuming the galaxies are at 20 Mpc from the detector,
onsistent with previous studies (Camps et al. 2016 ; Trayford et al.
017 ). 
To validate our procedure, in Appendix C2 , we investigate the 

ifferences between the true values of the galaxy stellar masses and 
FRs and those calculated from the fluxes, based on recipes from the

iterature. 
Finally, we publish the data for future science projects. Tables 1 

nd D1 summarize the available information. Broad-band fluxes 
f the total galaxy emission are calculated in 53 bands, for two
esolution options of the TNG50 simulation, two redshifts, four 
ifferent apertures and three orientations. The same options are 
vailable for the galaxy SEDs. 

.2 Galaxy luminosity functions at z ≤ 0.1 

he complete low-redshift TNG50 sample comprises 14 677 galax- 
es, which allows us to inspect the LFs and compare them with
he observed ones. We perform the study over a wide range of
avelengths, from the UV to the submm range. Ho we ver, we
mitted the MIR bands, since the available data from the literature is
ypically presented in a wider redshift range, which would produce 
n inconsistent comparison (Baes et al. 2020 ). Instead, we also
nvestigate the total IR luminosity. 

All TNG50 LFs are derived by splitting the population of galaxies
n log L bins and dividing by the simulation co-moving volume, while
he errors are deri ved follo wing Poisson statistics. As we consider
alaxies abo v e a certain stellar mass threshold (log M star /M � > 8 for
NG50 and log M star /M � > 8.6 for TNG50-2), the low-luminosity
ins are incomplete. To derive the minimum luminosity where these 
ins may be complete, in the narrow stellar mass bin at the low limit,
e calculate the 90th percentile of the luminosity distribution. We 

elect this value (calculated for each band) as a low cut for the galaxy
F. 
Finally, to calculate the total IR luminosity, we implement the 

ve-band formula for nearby galaxies from Galametz et al. ( 2013 ),
.e. 

 TIR = 2 . 023 L 24 + 0 . 523 L 70 

+ 0 . 39 L 100 + 0 . 577 L 160 + 0 . 721 L 250 . (4) 

hen this formula was applied to the sample of galaxies from
he EAGLE simulations (Crain et al. 2015 ; Schaye et al. 2015 )
nd compared to the luminosities derived from CIGALE , the results
howed excellent agreement (Baes et al. 2020 ). 

.2.1 Observational LFs 

n this study, we compare the simulated TNG50 LFs with a number
f observational LFs. In the UV regime, in two GALEX (Morrissey
t al. 2007 ) bands, we compare to the data from the GALEX MIS
urv e y (Budav ́ari et al. 2005 , 0.07 < z < 0.13), and from the shallower
IS surv e y (Wyder et al. 2005 , z < 0.1). Additionally, we use LFs

o v ering the entire UV to NIR range (Driver et al. 2012 , 0.013 < z <

.1) from the GAMA surv e y (Driv er et al. 2011 ; Liske et al. 2015 ).
ocusing solely on the optical, Lo v eday et al. ( 2012 ) calculated LFs
rom the full GAMA surv e y, but with the original SDSS (York et al.
000 ) magnitudes. Combining SDSS, UKIDSS LAS (Lawrence et al. 
007 ), and the MGC redshift surv e y (Liske et al. 2003 ), Hill et al.
 2010 ) derived LFs for 0.0033 < z < 0.1. In the IR domain, at
50 μm, we have the LF (Dunne et al. 2011 , z < 0.1) from the H-
TLAS surv e y (Eales et al. 2010 ; Rigby et al. 2011 ), with redshifts

rom the GAMA surv e y. At 350 μm, we compare our results with the
F from (Negrello et al. 2013 , z≪ 0.1) based on the Planck ERCSC
MNRAS 516, 3728–3749 (2022) 
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Planck Collaboration 2011 ) data. For all SPIRE bands and the total
R, we use the LFs from (Marchetti et al. 2016 , 0.02 < z < 0.1)
ased on the HerMES surv e y (Oliv er et al. 2012 ), combined with the
pitzer Data Fusion data base (Vaccari 2015 ). 
All data from the literature are converted to AB magnitudes and

o h = 0.6774, to match the simulated data. 

.2.2 LFs of the TNG50 simulations 

n this section, we assume the fiducial set of parameters: 5 R 1 / 2 

pertures, random galaxy orientations, the fd2-t3 RT fiducial
rocedure recipe, and the TNG50 simulation at available resolu-
ion. Namely, we integrate the light coming from (approximately)
ylindrical volumes around each galaxy with radius of 5 R 1 / 2 in the
lane of the sky and with a depth of 10 R 1 / 2 . The results are shown
n Fig. 9 . 

By inspecting the fiducial TNG50 + RT model (in navy blue) o v er
 range of wavelengths, we immediately notice that the TNG50 LFs
end to o v erpredict the observational ones. At the faint end, TNG50
est agrees with observations in the near UV, in the optical u band
nd across the IR wavelengths. The largest disagreements, at the
aint end, are in the central optical wavelength. One case where the
imulated LFs underpredict observations is the faint end of the SPIRE
50 μm LF measured by Negrello et al. ( 2013 ): ho we ver, as stated
n Section 3.2.1 , this LF is inferred in the very local Universe where
he contamination and inhomogeneities can be large (Marchetti et al.
016 ), whereas our sample more closely connects to the deeper
bservations from Marchetti et al. ( 2016 ). 
We quantify the level of (dis)agreement between TNG50 and

bserved LFs in Fig. 10 . This figure shows the median discrepancy
etween observations in three luminosity regimes: ± 0.2 dex around
he knee of the LFs in the brighter and fainter ends (the position of
he knee, acquired from Driver et al. 2012 ; Marchetti et al. 2016 ,
s based on the characteristic luminosity of the Schechter function
t). Here the light from each galaxy is obtained by summing up
ll the contribution from within 5 R 1 / 2 . Comparing the whole LFs,
he FUV band shows the poorest agreement, mostly because of the
isagreement at the bright end; the SPIRE 250 band instead shows
he best agreement. In the UV and FIR domains, the TNG50 faint
nd has better agreement than the bright end, while in the optical
nd NIR only the knee of the LFs is reproduced to within 0.04 dex.
he discrepancies do not seem to correlate with the wavelength, or
nly weakly. The shape of all LFs at the faint end closely follows
hat of the observations, where the upturn in some observational LFs
t low luminosities (Hill et al. 2010 ; Driver et al. 2012 ; Loveday
t al. 2012 ) is visible in the simulations as well. We will return to
xplore this feature in Section 4.2 , where we analyse different galaxy
opulations. 
Since the TNG50 + RT fiducial model shows discrepancies as

igh as 0.8 dex, in the rest of the paper, we explore different drivers
f the galaxy LF shape and normalization. 

 DISCUSSION  

.1 Discrepancy between the obser v ed and TNG50 LFs 

n order to disentangle the effects of different assumptions and
ettings of our approach, we individually investigate how aperture,
rientation, RT recipe, and simulation resolution affect the LFs. For
he parameters that are not being discussed, we assume the fiducial
 alues. For bre vity reasons, we discuss only the most rele v ant options,
NRAS 516, 3728–3749 (2022) 
o we ver, all of them are presented at ht tp://luminosity-funct ions.her
kuapp.com/. 

.1.1 Aperture effect 

e have measured the TNG50 LFs corresponding to four distinct
ircular aperture choices in the plane of the sky: 5 R 1 / 2 (fiducial),
 R 1 / 2 , 30 kpc, and 10 kpc. The dust and stellar distributions are
alculated inside 5 R 1 / 2 for all apertures in 3D. This means that,
long the line of sight, we al w ays collect light from a depth of
0 R 1 / 2 , while the field of view is limited by the specific 2D aperture
ize (with an ef fecti ve maximum being 10 R 1 / 2 as there are no sources
eyond that point). Restricting the field of view without the limit on
he line of sight, we mimic the observational apertures. The results in
ifferent bands are presented in Fig. 9 , in lighter colours compared
o the fiducial model. 

Comparing the aperture of 30 kpc to the fiducial one, as expected,
he difference can be seen only at the bright end of the galaxy LF,
hich is now lower than when applying the fiducial aperture. A

imilar effect is observed for the 2 R 1/2 
6 and the smallest 10 kpc

perture. The discrepancy between the apertures is less pronounced
oving towards the NIR, because the emission from the older stellar

opulation (that dominates the central galaxy region Casasola et al.
017 ) has a higher contribution at these wavelengths. 
Se veral observ ational studies demonstrated that the bright end of

he LF heavily depends on the aperture adopted in the magnitude
alculation (Hill et al. 2011 ; Bernardi et al. 2013 ). This effect can
e seen analysing the observational results from Lo v eday et al.
 2012 ) and Driver et al. ( 2012 ) in the optical, where former applied
etrosian (Petrosian 1976 ) and latter Kron (Kron 1980 ) magnitudes
n the same data set. While there is an offset between the two
agnitude systems, they both can greatly underestimate galaxy
uxes (Graham & Driver 2005 ). Additionally, in the UV domain, the
bservational data is derived inside the Kron aperture, while in the
IR the apertures are difficult to handle due to the poor resolution
nd high confusion noise (Nguyen et al. 2010 ). In Appendix E ,
e test how our different aperture definitions correlate with the
etrosian aperture. The 5 R 1/2 aperture shows a high correlation,
hile for massive galaxies 30 kpc can be a good approximation.
ith the aperture of 10 kpc is expected to be too small to collect the

he same amount of light as the Petrosian aperture. 
We conclude that, while (only) the bright end of the galaxy LF is

ensitive to the aperture choice, applying another rele v ant aperture
efinition (30 kpc) does not impro v e the results. 

.1.2 Orientation effect 

ur data release contains, for every galaxy, fluxes for three galaxy
rientations: edge-on, face-on, and random (given by the simulation).
his allows us to also consider edge-on and face-on LFs. The random
iew is useful for the general comparison with observational surv e ys,
hile the analysis of specific orientations can aid in defining potential
iases in observational studies (Lo v ell et al. 2022 ; Yuan et al. 2021 ).
The variability of the LFs with the galaxy orientation depends on

he wav elength. Mo ving from UV towards IR, the effect declines
ecause the stellar emission fades, and the dust attenuation is low
t longer wavelengths. The top row of Fig. 11 shows the LFs in
 selection of bands across the SED. In the UV, where the effect
s most pronounced, we can see the impact of dust on the young

http://luminosity-functions.herokuapp.com/
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Figure 9. LFs in in 14 bands and the total IR LF, at z ≤ 0.1. The navy blue lines correspond to TNG50, post-processed with SKIRT according to the RT 

procedure described and devised in the previous sections, with light summed up from an aperture of 5 R 1 / 2 for each galaxy. The other blue lines show results for 
different apertures. The ‘x’ marker depicts luminosity bins with fewer than 10 objects. Shaded region shows the Poisson error. The number on the left represents 
the total number of the TNG50 galaxies. We give the LFs from the simulated galaxies only abo v e the completeness limit imposed by the selection: stellar mass 
> 10 8 M �. The coloured symbols represent observational data. 
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Figure 11. Similar as Fig. 9 but only for three bands and for the different galaxy orientations (RT recipes), top (bottom). The solid line represents the fiducial 
model, while (loosely) dotted denotes (face-on) edge-on view, and dashed the fd1-t11 RT recipe. 

Figure 10. Median difference between the LFs of the TNG50 galaxies (with 
5 R 1 / 2 apertures) and the observed LFs, at different wavelengths and at three 
luminosity regimes: ± 0.2 dex around the knee of the LFs and the brighter 
and fainter ends. The differences are in dex. 
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tellar emission, as there is a considerable drop in the number of UV
uminous objects as the inclination angle increases. These galaxies
re increasingly SF, dusty, and largely asymmetrical. The effect is
he same for every galaxy aperture. 

If our sample included high redshift and/or ultraluminous IR
alaxies (ULIRGs; 10 12 L � < L IR < 10 13 L �), which are compact,
xtremely SF, and with hot dust (Casey, Narayanan & Cooray 2014 ),
t would be necessary to incorporate the dust self-absorption in our
T procedure (Camps et al. 2018 ; Ma et al. 2019 ). For these objects,

f they are disc-like, the results would then vary with the inclination
n a wider wavelength range (Lovell et al. 2022 ). 

In conclusion, since our observational samples do not fa v our any
articular orientation, the fiducial model with the random view is the
ost compatible for the comparison. Furthermore, the effect of the

rientation change can be only seen at low wavelengths. 
NRAS 516, 3728–3749 (2022) 
.1.3 RT recipe effect 

ne possible explanation for the discrepancies between observations
nd simulations could be that our RT settings are ill-chosen. Repeat-
ng the RT procedure on the whole TNG50 sample with different
hoices for the RT post-processing recipe is a highly resource-
ntensi ve job. Ho we ver, to understand to what extent the recipe affects
he LFs, we decided to repeat the procedure and recalculate the LFs
or the fd1-t11 recipe. As stated in Section 2.3 , the fiducial fd2-
3 recipe and the fd1-t11 recipe differ in both the diffuse and
ompact dust: the former has larger amounts of diffuse dust, while
he latter assumes more screened H II regions. 

The bottom panel of Fig. 11 shows that the choice of the RT
ecipe has a very modest effect on the LFs. The recipe with low
 dust displays an emission excess across the UV and optical range,
hich demonstrates that, in our setting, the diffuse dust is driving

he results. In the FUV the recipes agree with each other despite the
ifference in the f dust and τ . In this band, the emission pre-dominantly
omes from young stars therefore the additional coating of the H II

egions can compensate for the lack of diffuse dust. Consequently,
he fd1-t11 recipe has slightly lower IR emission than the fiducial
ecipe. Overall, ho we ver, the change of RT recipe does not bring the
imulated LFs more in agreement with the observational data. The
ame conclusions are derived if we compare the RT recipes assuming
ifferent aperture definitions. 

.1.4 Hydrodynamic simulation resolution effects 

he TNG simulations are realized with and without baryons, at a
umber of resolutions and box sizes (for an o v erview, see table 1 of
elson et al. 2019b ). 

art/stac2277_f11.eps
art/stac2277_f10.eps
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The TNG model was designed at a resolution similar to the 
ne of the original Illustris simulation, i.e, at the resolution of the
ther flagship run of the IllustrisTNG project, TNG100 (Marinacci 
t al. 2018 ; Naiman et al. 2018 ; Nelson et al. 2018 ; Springel
t al. 2018 ; Pillepich et al. 2018b ). The TNG100 and TNG50-
 simulations adopt comparable resolutions. The other resolution 
imulations were run by assuming exactly the same physical model 
nd subgrid parameter values 7 (Pillepich et al. 2018a ). This approach 
an manifest as quantitative changes in the simulations’ outcome 
or different adopted numerical resolutions, to different degrees 
epending on the galaxy properties under scrutiny (Pillepich et al. 
018a , b , 2019 ). To explore how the resolution of the cosmological
 ydrodynamical g alaxy simulation influences our results, we have 
epeated our analysis for the TNG50-2 simulation, which has 8 
2) times worse mass (spatial) resolution than the flagship TNG50 
un. For this, we have assumed and applied the same fiducial RT
odelling (i.e. adopted the same calibrated RT parameters as for 
NG50) and recalculated LFs starting from the data simulated by 
NG50-2. As it has been shown that, within the TNG model, an

mpro v ed resolution may result in somewhat larger galaxy masses
nd SFRs (Pillepich et al. 2018a , b , 2019 ; Donnari et al. 2019 ), we
an expect to see a downshift in the LFs when moving from TNG50
o TNG50-2. 

The results are presented in Fig. 12 . As expected, we see that
NG50-2 has lower LF values across the entire wavelength range. 
he agreement with the observed LFs is substantially impro v ed, 
hich we quantify in Fig. 13 . This finding reveals that the two

imulation runs behave in the same way in the observed space and
cross the whole wavelength range as noticed in the physical space. 
herefore, we expect the same high level of agreement of the galaxy
F between TNG100 and observations, since the stellar masses of 
aloes, and so also the stellar mass function, decrease with worse 
umerical resolution [as discussed e.g. in Pillepich et al. ( 2018a )
ppendix A on the TNG model convergence, and Pillepich et al. 
 2018b ) appendix A on the TNG100/300 convergence). 

From the comparison between TNG50 and TNG50-2, we can 
erive a resolution correction to be applied to TNG50. Following 
illepich et al. ( 2018b ), Engler et al. ( 2021 ), and Vogelsberger et al.
 2018 , 2020b ), and assuming that the resolution change does not
ffect the halo mass, we first subdivide the sample based on the halo
ass. In each halo-mass bin, we calculate the total luminosity in each

and and redshift and for both simulation runs. The ratio of these
alues is the factor we use to scale the luminosity of each individual
alaxy. The outcome of this e x ercise is shown as the navy blue-
ashed lines in Fig. 12 , where we can see that the transition from
NG50 to TNG50-2 is excellent. An alternative way to improve the 
greement with observations could have been obtained by adopting 
ifferent choices in the TNG model (i.e. different subgrid parameter 
alues) to account for the resolution change, prior to run the galaxy
imulation, as done e.g. within the EAGLE project (Crain et al. 
015 ; Schaye et al. 2015 ) and demonstrated by Mitchell, Arnold &
i ( 2022 ). 
In the final o v erview of the simulated (both TNG50-rescaled and

NG50-2) and observed LFs, in most bands, we see an outstanding 
greement. The minor excess at the very bright end is partially caused
y the low statistics in the high-luminosity bin. Ho we ver, in the
 This is the case but for (a) the choices of the softening lengths and of the 
lack hole kernel-weighted neighbour number (Pillepich et al. 2018a ) and (b) 
 somewhat steeper dependence of the star formation rate on gas density only 
or the densest gas, in TNG50 (Nelson et al. 2019a ). 

a  

f  

e  

(  

b  

t  
UV band there is still an o v erabundance of luminous galaxies.
his can still be attributed to the uncertainty about where i.e. with
hich aperture the observations are taken. At the same time, from
ig. 8 , it can be seen that for the majority of recipes, the flux in the
UV band is typically much higher than the one in the NUV band,
hile the DustPedia sample has the opposite trend in most panels.

n their previous work, Baes et al. ( 2019 ) and Tr ̌cka et al. ( 2020 )
nalysed the mock fluxes of the EAGLE simulations, derived in a
imilar manner as we employ here. These studies revealed that the
V part of the spectrum exhibits the highest discrepancy compared 

o the observations also in the case of EAGLE. This wavelength 
egime is difficult to constrain because, while the emission in the
UV emerges from the SF re gions, the y are still not resolved in the
osmological simulations. Therefore, the use of templates, like the 
APPINGS-III templates we use here, is necessary. While we impro v ed

he method by introducing more realistic settings (time-dependant 
o v ering factor, variable compactness), we argue that there is a need
or templates that can more successfully exploit the data from the
imulations (Kapoor et al., in preparation). 

.2 Contribution of different galaxy populations to the LF 

e conclude the paper by analysing how distinct galaxy populations 
ontribute to the LFs. We split our sample according to three different
riteria: morphology, environment, and star formation activity. 

For the morphology, we apply a simple prescription to divide the
ample into disc and bulge-dominated galaxies, by exploiting the 
tellar kinematical data (Genel et al. 2015 ). Based on their angular
omentum, stars are assigned to either disc or bulge, and for a galaxy

o be defined as disc-dominated, the mass fraction of disc stars should
e o v er 0.35 (Hoffmann et al. 2020 ). We present the results in the
eft-hand panel of Fig. 14 , where we show the LF in the UKIDSS
 band. Since this band traces the emission of evolved stars and is

nsensitive to the SFR, this LF is a proxy for the stellar mass function.
ulge-dominated galaxies are prominent in both the bright and faint 
nd of the LF, while disc galaxies dominate the LF at intermediate
uminosities. Trayford et al. ( 2019 ) derived comparable results for
he stellar mass function of the EAGLE simulations. Comparing to 
bserv ations, K elvin et al. ( 2014 ) calculated LFs for the GAMA
urv e y and noticed a similar shift in the contribution of the different
ubble populations at the luminous end, although their sample 

ontained mostly disc-like galaxies, contrary to our results. When 
e repeat the same e x ercise for the TNG50-2 simulation, we find

hat the number of disc galaxies decreases even more, as it is shown
hat the low-resolution simulations have thicker discs (Pillepich et al. 
019 ). Analysing the visual morphologies of the TNG100 galaxies 
ia machine-learning techniques, Huertas-Company et al. ( 2019 ) 
erive similar results for the mass function, ho we ver their population
plit shows a lack of early-type galaxies with high masses. 

Moving to the star formation acti vity, we di vide the sample into
F and passive galaxies, applying a cut in sSFR. Following Salim
 2014 ), we identify galaxies as SF if sSFR > 10 −10.8 yr −1 , and passive
therwise. We present the results in the right-hand panel of Fig. 14 .
e see that the upturn, seen in the global LF at the faint end, is mainly

riven by the shape of the LF for the passive galaxies. The existence
nd the origin of the upturn towards the faint end of LFs (and mass
unctions) have been heavily debated (e.g. Blanton et al. 2003 ; Hill
t al. 2010 ; Driver et al. 2012 ; Lo v eday et al. 2012 ). Taylor et al.
 2015 ) re vie w dif ferent ways of subdi viding a galaxy sample into
lue and red galaxies, depending on the global colours. They argue
hat the reason a few studies show the presence of this upturn in the
MNRAS 516, 3728–3749 (2022) 
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Figure 12. Same as Fig. 9 but comparing the results from TNG50 (navy blue) to a worse-resolution counterpart called TNG50-2 (pink), with 8 (2) times worse 
mass (spatial) numerical resolution, both post-processed with the same fiducial RT modelling. The navy blue-dotted line represents a possible way to correct the 
TNG50 results to account for the effects of resolution. In all curves, light from each galaxy is taken from a 5 R 1 / 2 aperture. We give the LFs from the simulated 
galaxies only abo v e the completeness limit imposed by the selection: stellar mass > 10 8 M � (10 8 . 6 M �) for TNG50 (TNG50-2). 
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Figure 13. Same as Fig. 10 but for the TNG50-2. The colour bars are showing 
the same range as in Fig. 10 . 
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opulation of red galaxies is the contamination by the blue galaxies, 
ue to inadequate sample splitting. We tested this hypothesis by 
hanging our threshold in the sSFR and employing three different 
olour and stellar mass cuts (Bell et al. 2003 ; Baldry et al. 2004 ; Peng
t al. 2010 ), but the shape of the passive LF remains the same. This
esult is not unexpected if we look at Fig. 1 , where there is a clear
imodality in the stellar mass for the passive galaxies. To inspect this
urther, we split the passive sample into centrals and satellites, 8 which 
evealed that most of the emission at the luminous end comes from
he centrals, while the upturn is completely dominated by the passive 
atellites, in agreement with observations (Lan, M ́enard & Mo 2016 ).
he number of passive centrals, compared to the number of the 
assive satellites at low luminosities (stellar masses), is insignificant. 
his is a consequence of a generally small ratio of passive central
alaxies at low masses (Geha et al. 2012 ), which is captured by the
NG50 simulations. As shown in e.g. Donnari et al. ( 2021 ) and Joshi
t al. ( 2021 ), going to worse resolutions (e.g. TNG50-2) will show
n increased fraction of quenched low-mass central galaxies. 

Our findings demonstrate that different galaxy populations affect 
n a complex manner the LFs in simulations, in accordance with the
bservations. 

 SUMMARY  A N D  C O N C L U S I O N S  

n this study, we have produced mock fluxes over a wavelength 
ange from FUV to sub-mm for low-redshift galaxies from TNG50, a 
tate-of-the-art cosmological hydrodynamical simulation for galaxy 
ormation. Using the SKIRT code we have calibrated the RT procedure 
n a small TNG50 subsample that corresponds to the observational 
ustPedia sample. The calibration constrains the amount of diffuse 
ust and the dust co v ering of the SF regions. The calibration was
ased on the comparison of various luminosity scaling relations and 
ull galaxy SEDs (Figs 6 and 8 ). Both the simulated subsample
nd the observed data from the DustPedia sample are processed 
sing the CIGALE SED fitting code to ensure the comparison is
onsistent. 

We applied the calibrated RT procedure to the whole TNG50 
ample (and the worse-resolution TNG50-2 sample) and produced 
he observed fluxes and rest-frame magnitudes in 53 broad-bands for 
 ≤ 0.1, for three orientations and four apertures. Full galaxy SEDs
re also generated (Table 1 ). These data are publicly released ( https:
/www.tng-pr oject.or g/tr cka22 ) and we invite interested colleagues 
o use these data for their own science projects. 

We have constructed and analysed the LFs for the TNG50 
imulation o v er a range of broad-band filters co v ering UV to
 A galaxy is defined as central if it resides in the lowest potential within a 
ark matter halo. It is typically the most massive galaxy in its halo. 

s  

O  

S  

T

ubmm wavelengths and compared them to different observational 
ata. For our fiducial setting, we found agreement on the o v erall
hape of the LFs and the normalization at the knee, ho we ver, the
imulations mainly o v erestimate the observations (Fig. 9 ), with the
est agreement for total IR at faint end ( ∼0.004 dex) and with the
trongest discrepancies in the FUV ( ∼0.8 dex) at the bright end. 

We varied several parameters in order to investigate their effect on
he LFs, and we derived the following conclusions: 

(i) Our results are sensitive to the aperture choice at the LF bright
nd across the wavelength range. Ho we ver, the choice of the aperture
eems not to be the cause of the discrepancy between simulated and
bserved data at the faint end (Fig. 9 ), and not even at the luminous
nd, unless observations are de facto sensitive to effective radial 
pertures as small as 10 kpc or so. Therefore, it is difficult to resolve
he discrepancy between simulated and observed data via aperture 
ffects alone. 

(ii) By changing the orientation of galaxies, we find that the 
ffect is wavelength dependant. The strongest differences in the LFs 
etween the face-on and the edge-on views can be seen in the UV
ands (Fig. 11 ), whereas inclination effects are negligible at other
avelengths. 
(iii) Changing the recipe of our RT procedure to incorporate less 

iffuse dust and more co v ered SF re gions only marginally affects the
utcome. In most bands, the diffuse dust is the principal driver of the
esults (Fig. 11 ). 

(iv) Applying the same RT fiducial modelling to the TNG50-2 run 
with a worse numerical resolution than TNG50 i.e. similar to the

ther flagship run TNG100 – results in a better agreement with the
bservations. This is a manifestation of the fact that the TNG model
as been designed and chosen at approximately the TNG50-2 or 
NG100 resolution, with no changes of model parameters at different 

esolutions: the TNG model hence appears not fully converged at 
he TNG50 level (Fig. 12 ). Based on the comparison between the
NG50 and TNG50-2 outcomes, it is possible to devise a resolution
orrection on the luminosities of the high-resolution TNG50 galaxies 
hat brings their LFs in excellent agreement with the observed ones. 

(v) The final simulated LFs (corresponding to TNG50-2 sim- 
lation or the rescaled TNG50 simulation) show a high level of
greement across the wavelength range. 

(vi) We dissect the UKIDSS K band LF (tracer of the stellar mass
unction), and discuss the effect of the (kinematically driven) galaxy 
orphology and star formation. The noticed effects of different 

alaxy populations correlates fa v ourably with previous studies of 
oth observations and simulations (Fig. 14 ): 

(a) Splitting the galaxy sample into bulge and disc dominated 
reveals that disc galaxies mostly populate moderate luminosi- 
ties, while the elliptical galaxies are residing at the extreme ends
of the galaxy LF. 

(b) Analysing separately low and high sSFR galaxies, we see 
that, while the dominant population is the SF one, the upturn in
the galaxy LF is driven by the passive component. 

The RT procedure applied in this work, while improving, still 
as not converged to its optimal version. To help reduce the current
iscrepancies in the predicted FUV/UV fluxes, one could consider 
eveloping more realistic RT subgrid models for the simulated SF 

egions (potentially based on the high-resolution hydrodynamical 
imulations of SF regions Duarte-Cabral & Dobbs ( 2017 ); Kim &
striker ( 2017 ); Seifried et al. 2018 ; Kannan et al. ( 2020 , 2021 );
mith et al. ( 2020 ); Smith et al. 2021 ; Tacchella et al. 2022 ).
hese models should more accurately represent the complex, clumpy 
MNRAS 516, 3728–3749 (2022) 
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Figure 14. TNG50 LF in the UKIDSS K band at z ≤ 0.1. The black line in both panels is the TNG50 LF inside 5 R 1 / 2 for the random orientation and fiducial RT 

recipe. Left: the red and blue dash–dotted lines correspond to the galaxies defined as a bulge and disc-dominated, respectively. Right: the red- and blue-dashed 
lines show how the sample splits according to the sSFR. The brown dot–dashed and orange-dotted lines show the passive centrals and the passive satellites, 
respectively. 
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tructure, and physical properties of the gas and dust immedi-
tely surrounding the young stellar objects. On the another note,
n the interest of extending the analysis to higher redshifts, the
otential evolution of the dust-to-metal ratio has to be accounted
or (P ́eroux & Howk 2020 ; Vogelsberger et al. 2020b ; Popping
t al. 2022 ). 

While future cosmological galaxy simulations will generate highly
esolved galaxies in even greater numbers, the ideal option to test and
earn from them demands comparing them with observations. In this
tudy, we applied the RT procedure in the post-processing, ho we ver,
e suggest that the incorporation of the RT procedure directly in

he calibration or design of the cosmological hydrodynamical galaxy
imulations would be greatly beneficial. It would provide a consistent
omparison with the observations, and aid constraining of the subgrid
ecipes. 
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PPENDIX  A :  APERTURE  EFFECTS  

uring our sample selection phase, we employed the aperture of
 R 1 / 2 while we used 5 R 1 / 2 for our further analysis. We settled on
his arrangement because the former aperture was already available
rom the subhalo catalogue, thus we a v oided the e xpensiv e treating
f the galaxy particle data in this phase of the project. Ho we ver, we
nspect to what extent the stellar mass and the SFR vary with this
perture change. 

The results are shown in Fig. A1 . As expected from the aperture
efinition, the increase of the stellar mass with the aperture is limited
al w ays less than 0.2 de x and 0.1 on av erage. Ho we ver, gas and

ust can reside at much larger radii due to the feedback outflows,
herefore, the SFR for some galaxies changed drastically (although
0 per cent of galaxies has an increase in SFR less than 0.01 dex).
he example of this can easily be seen in the inset of the same figure,
here we show two galaxies with similar stellar mass and stellar
alf-mass radius, but different distribution of the SF gas. The galaxy
n the right has almost all SF gas inside 2 R 1/2 (red circle), therefore
he difference between the SFRs will be minimal. On the contrary,
he one on the left has most of the gas outside 2 R 1/2 . Analysing how
NRAS 516, 3728–3749 (2022) 
his discrepancy affects the distributions of stellar mass and sSFR,
e found that the medians shift towards higher values by 0.07 dex

or both properties. Since these global distributions do not deviate
reatly, we are confident that this aperture change will not affect the
T calibration. 

PPENDI X  B:  RT  P RO C E D U R E  STATISTICS  

N D  M O D E L  VA R I AT I O N S  

n this section, we investigate the quality of our RT procedure as well
s the differences in the SEDs, following the change of a number of
arameters. All plots are derived assuming the fiducial recipe: τ = 3
nd f dust = 0.2 for all galaxies in the TNG50 subsample. 

We performed two statistical tests [already implemented in SKIRT

Camps & Baes 2020 )], and obtained the relative error, R and
he variance of the variance, VOV. The test results are shown in
igs B1 (a) and b). Both statistics in each point are derived from

he high order sums of the photon packet contributions (Camps &
aes 2020 ). As the recommended maximum value for both R and
OV is 0.1, our results are reliable in the whole wavelength range.
dditionally, we run the supplementary test to see the scale of

he Monte Carlo noise by running the simulations with the same
arameters twice. The results are shown in Fig. B1 (c), where we
ee that the difference in the broad-band fluxes is al w ays below 0.02
ag. 
In our further tests, we compare the resulting SEDs derived from

tarburst99 SSP (Leitherer et al. 1999 ) with IMF from Kroupa
 2001 ), and the SSP from Bruzual & Charlot ( 2003 ) with Chabrier
 2003 ) IMF. These are shown in Fig. B1 (d). As expected, the effect
s wavelength dependant with the highest median deviation in the
ptical (0.23 mag). Since Starburst99 is specifically designed for
he treatment of massive stars (Leitherer et al. 1999 ), they are more
ppropriate to use e xclusiv ely for the SF re gions. Furthermore, giv en
hat the SF regions are dominated by massive stars, the difference
etween Kroupa ( 2001 ) and Chabrier ( 2003 ) IMF is going to be
imited. 
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Figure B1. (a) and (b) Results of the statistical tests, the relative error R, and the variance of the variance VOV. (c) Monte Carlo noise shown as the magnitude 
differences of the different bands for the two identical RT simulation runs. (d), (e), and (f) Change in galaxy magnitudes due to the different SSP library, dust 
distribution, and smoothing length, respectively. The blue (green/yellow for f) lines represent individual galaxies, and the red line is the median of the TNG50 
sumbsample. The purple line in the top panels shows the reliability threshold. 
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As for the diffuse dust, we explore if inserting randomness in the
 dust of the distinct gas cells, with an unchanged total galaxy M dust ,
ould affect a galaxy SED. In this test, we draw from the uniform
istribution (from 0.01 to 0.4) to assign a value to each gas cell,
nd the results are shown in Fig. B1 (e). The highest deviation of the
edian line is 0.022 mag. The individual galaxies that have higher 

iscrepancies are low-dust mass and passive galaxies, where every 
hange in the dust distribution will be evident. 

Finally, for the argumentation about the smoothing length choice, 
e performed tests treating (1) all sources as point objects ( h sl = 0)

nd (2) with the smoothing length equal to the simulation softening 
ength ( ε) (Torrey et al. 2015 ), We compared these with our fiducial
moothing length, corresponding to the radius of the sphere enclosing 
2 stellar particles, in Fig. B1 (f). The two alternatives evince a
imilar (somewhat stronger for h sl = 0) effect with an increased 
V attenuation and emission at 22 μm. This is expected as it is
ore difficult for the now more compact stellar emission to escape, 

herefore it is heating dust to higher temperatures. The maximum 
y

eviation of the sample median for the run with h = 0 is 0.024 mag
nd 0.016 mag for the run with h = ε. 

PPENDI X  C :  C O M PA R I S O N  O F  PHYSI CAL  

ROPERTIES  

o validate our post-processing procedure, we confront the true 
alaxy properties with those derived from the CIGALE SED fitting 
ool and from the common tracers. 

1 CIGALE stellar mass and SFR 

n Fig. C1 we analyse galaxy stellar mass (left) and SFR (right)
or 136 galaxies of the TNG subsample. Both SFRs represent 
nstantaneous SFRs. The different colours correspond to the different 
ecipes considered in this study and mentioned in the main text.
ncreasing τ generally increases the spread in the relations, as the 
oung stellar emission is being dimmed. 
MNRAS 516, 3728–3749 (2022) 
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M

Figure C1. Comparison between M star (left) and SFR (right) retrieved from the simulation data and from CIGALE , both inside 5 R 1 / 2 , for different recipes. The 
blue solid line is one-to-one line, and the dashed lines represent ±0 . 25 dex lines. 

Figure C2. Comparison between M star (left) and SFR (right) retrieved from the simulation data and from the fluxes, based on the recipe from the literature. The 
total TNG50 sample at z = 0 is presented. The galaxies at the left corner of the SFR plot are those with intrinsically SFR = 0. The blue solid line is a one-to-one 
line, and the dashed lines represent ±0 . 25 dex lines. 
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2 Stellar mass and SFR tracers 

ere, we explore how the intrinsic simulation properties correlate
ith the appropriate proxies from the literature. The results are shown

n Fig. C2 . For the M star tracer we rely on the recipe from Taylor
t al. ( 2011 ), based on the optical measurement i.e. log ( M star / M �) =
.15 + 0.7( g − i ) − 0.4 M i . Other available recipes provide different
caling coefficients, and our results are within these uncertainties
Gallazzi & Bell 2009 ; Zibetti, Charlot & Rix 2009 ; Roediger &
ourteau 2015 ). As a SFR proxy, the FUV band is the most common
hoice. We selected a dust-corrected recipe from Hao et al. ( 2011 ),
hich also includes MIPS 24 μm . Although this proxy traces longer-

erm SFR ( ∼100 Myr Kennicutt & Evans 2012 ), the agreement is
utstanding. To check the difference between instantaneous and
ime-av eraged SFR (o v er 100 Myr), we used the supplementary
NG50 catalogue (Donnari et al. 2019 ; Pillepich et al. 2019 ), and
ompared these SFRs within the aperture of 2 R 1/2 . We found that
he instantaneous SFR deviates from the time averaged only in the
ow-SFR regime and no more than 0.2 dex. Therefore, our SFR
orrelation would be even tighter if we had used time-averaged
NRAS 516, 3728–3749 (2022) 
FR. In the bottom left corner are the intrinsically passive galaxies
here the MIPS 24 μm emission is coming solely from the evolved

tars. Most of them are predicted to have SFR not greater than
.0001M �yr −1 . 

PPENDI X  D :  BR  OAD-B  A N D  FLUX  

N F O R M AT I O N  

able D1 displays the selection of publicly available bands derived
or each TNG50 galaxy with log M star > 8 M �. 

art/stac2277_fc1.eps
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Table D1. Available broad-band flux es. Surv e y, telescope, or photometric 
system, band and its pivot wavelength. 

Surv e y/System Band Piv ot wa velength ( μm ) 

GALEX FUV 0.15 
NUV 0.23 

Johnson U 0.35 
B 0.44 
V 0.55 
R 0.69 
I 0.87 
J 1.24 
M 5.01 

SDSS u 0.36 
g 0.47 
r 0.62 
i 0.75 
z 0.89 

UKIDSS Z 0.88 
Y 1.03 
J 1.25 
H 1.64 
K 2.21 

2MASS J 1.24 
H 1.65 
Ks 2.16 

WISE 1 3.39 
2 4.64 
3 12.6 
4 22.3 

Spitzer IRAC 1 3.55 
IRAC 2 4.50 
IRAC 3 5.72 
IRAC 4 7.88 
MIPS 24 23.8 
MIPS 70 72 
MIPS 160 156 

IRAS 12 11.4 
25 23.6 
60 60.4 
100 101 

Herschel PACS 70 70.8 
PACS 100 101 
PACS 160 162 
SPIRE 250 253 
SPIRE 350 354 
SPIRE 500 515 

JCMT SCUBA2 450 449 
SCUBA2 850 854 

Planck 857 352 
545 545 
353 839 

ALMA 10 350 
9 456 
8 690 
7 938 
6 1244 
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igure E1. Correlation between our fiducial aperture ( x -axis) and a Petrosian
perture, for a subsample of large TNG50 galaxies. The horizontal lines
orrespond to the 10 and 30 kpc apertures; the orange solid line is one-to-one
elation and the red line is the running median. 

PPENDI X  E:  APERTURE  DEFI NI TI ON  

o associate our aperture definitions with observational ones, we 
pplied the STATMORPH 

9 package (Rodriguez-Gomez et al. 2019 ) on 
mages in the SDSS i band, and derived the Petrosian radii ( R petro ) for
ll the galaxies in our sample. In Fig. E1 , we show how our fiducial
perture at z = 0 correlates with 2 R petro , the aperture typically used
n the literature. Focusing on the range abo v e 10 kpc, we see how the
etrosian aperture is slightly smaller than the fiducial one (no more

han 0.1 dex), but the apertures are tightly correlated. While it seems
hat the aperture of 10 kpc mostly resolves the discrepancy between
he observed and simulated LFs at the bright end, we see from Fig. E1
hat for large galaxies (which populate the bright end of the LFs),
his aperture will probably capture less light. Instead, the aperture of
0 kpc is a better approximation, as also seen in Schaye et al. ( 2015 )
nd Pillepich et al. ( 2018b ), although they applied it in 3D while we
id in 2D (along the line of sight, the height of the cylinder is al w ays
0 R 1 / 2 ). They also focused on the larger simulation boxes, which
nclude a higher number of the most massive/luminous galaxies. 

 ht tps://st at morph.readthedocs.io/
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